Sales Internship – Nutrien Ag Solutions (Lubbock, TX, USA)

Working at Nutrien Ag Solutions will provide you an opportunity to help us *Feed the Future*, and grow your career.

**Nutrien Ag Solutions is the retail division of Nutrien™**, the largest crop inputs company in the world. As part of our collective mission of Feeding the Future, Nutrien Ag Solutions provides full-acre solutions through our trusted crop consultants at more than 2,000 locations in North America, South America, Europe and Australia. For more than 150 years, we have been helping growers achieve the highest yields with a wide selection of products, including our proprietary brands: Loveland Products, Inc.; Proven® Seed and Dyna-Gro® Seed; as well as financial, custom application and precision ag services.

This position will report directly to the South Plains Division Agronomist. This position includes Dyna-Gro Seed training for all crops, Loveland nutritional and adjuvants, field scouting and digital technology. You will also help implement variety testing through replicated and large-scale field trials. This program is designed to prepare someone for an entry level position in agriculture sales.

**What you will do:**

- Weekly projects and assignments based on Nutrien needs which could include:
  - Shadowing and assisting established Nutrien Ag Solutions Crop Consultants and agronomist
  - Assisting in product delivery
  - Learning crop fertility
  - Increasing product awareness by counting inventory with warehouseman
  - Marketing by key placement of field signs and involvement at local field days
  - Assist with company field days
  - Conducting farm trials
- Working with Echelon and NS Tracker
- Conduct regular scheduled evaluations of seed and proprietary product trials
- Assist with Loveland and proprietary product trails
- Other duties as assigned.

**What you will bring:**

- Must be a college graduate or May 2019 graduate with BS or MS in ag related field with satisfactory grades.
- Must have agriculture background and familiar with farming practices.
- Must live or be willing to relocate within a 50-mile radius of Lubbock, Texas.
- Must have strong social skills and willingness to work long hours.
- This position will include overnight stays on occasion.
- Valid driver’s license.
- Learn, practice, and promote the Environmental, Health, & Safety policies of our company.
- Flexible to help out in other areas of the business as needed.

Are you a good match? Send your resume to Anna Leigh Peek at annaleigh.peek@nutrien.com or apply at Nutrien.com/careers.